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Ultimate Frogger 

Champion 

For the Nintendo Entertainment System 

Designed and programmed by Kevin Hanley, 

Brian Parker, and James Todd of KHAN Games. 

Music by Kevein Hanley.  

Distributed by RetroZone (www.RetroUSB.com). 

Classics.  There's a reason they are 

called “classics.”  Because they couldn't 

possibly be screwed up.  Take a game 

like Tetris.  Or Pac-Man.  These are very 

simple games, easy to get into, easy to 

get somewhere with, regardless of your 

skill level, you were able to spend time 

and have fun with these games.  Great 

stuff, right? 

The thing about classics, though, is that, as the video game field advances, de-

velopers become more interested in creating new thrills, than understanding why 

the games of the past did so well.  Homebrewers, and garage programmers, fill 

the void, creating clones or remakes of the classics to share with others who 

don't know what they’re missing. 

The question on many developers minds is, “what game do I want to program?”  

For some people, it's finding a game that has never made it to a particular plat-

form and deliver those goods.  (I had been toying with creating a Zaxxon clone 

starring Tux The Linux Penguin and setting it underwater until I saw Zaxxon RR 

and abandoned the idea.  I wanted a Zaxxon experience, someone else did it, I 

was happy.)   

In many ways, it truly is surprising that Frogger has never appeared on the Nin-

tendo Entertainment System.  The system had games that captured the arcade 

feel (and sounds) of Gyruss, Donkey Kong, and scores of other 8 bit games.  

Tengen even tried to bring After Burner to it (which I knew wouldn't work.  It 

couldn't be pulled off on the more powerful Sega Master System, so the NES had 

no chance).  Frogger even made it to the Sega Genesis, becoming one of the 

last official retail releases on the system.  Frogger was ported to just about every 

6 bit system by Parker Brothers. PSION even made a version of Frogger for the 

Timex/Sinclair 1000 (I had it), making up for the crude graphics by splitting the 

action between two separate screens.  It was part of the second round of re-

leases just before the unit was given up on, 

but a very arcade-faithful remake of Frogger 

even appeared on the black and white Tiger 

game.com.  But there's this yawning gap in 

the 8 bit systems, with the little green hopper 

being MIA. 

Until now.  Kevin Hanley decided to pick up 

the ball and create Ultimate Frogger Cham-

pion.  Since the NES is C-based for pro-

gramming, it eliminates a lot of the head-

aches associated with cycle counting or 

modes that the 6 bitters had.  So he got busy 

with his buddies, and the result is a pretty professional looking package, com-

plete with shrink-wrap, cart sleeve, a green translucent cart shell, a little rubber 

frog, and best of all, A STYROFOAM BLOCK!!!  I bet that would fetch a pretty 

penny on eBay! 

The instruction manual, by the way, is pretty entertaining.  It goes for some light 

jokes, especially in the product liability warnings.  You won't guffaw, but you will 

get a smirk or two out of it. 

Tim to pull out my NES, remove the copy of Bump 'N Jump that has, more or 

less, taken up permanent residence in there, and pop in the cart.  Simply put, it is 

Frogger.  It's a single boarder with the screen split into two regions.  The first is a 

highway, with five lanes of traffic that you have to hop your frog through.  The 

frog jumps, traveling a fixed distance each time, so you won't be nudging in dif-

ferent directions here.  Get to the center divider, periodically patrolled by a snake, 

and you have to make it across the river.  Here, instead of dodging the obstacles, 

you have to make contact with them to reach one of the five home bays at the 

top of the screen.  All the while, a countdown timer steadily depletes. 

The game isn't bad.  Really.  But then again, it's tough to screw up Frogger.  As 

long as the collision detection works fine, you're good to go. 

And therein lies the rub, the collision detection is kind of picky.  Maneuvering 

through traffic, you don't have a lot of room for error, as even a pixel is enough to 

squish your frog.  Not a problem in the early levels, but later in the games, where 

you have to move with traffic until an opening appears, a jump too soon spells 

instant doom.  As traffic gets heavier and the river objects get more sparse, it 

really becomes a challenge to stay on top of it all without putting that toe over the 

line. 

It should also be noted that the game has no sound effects, just background 

music.  The music starts off with the familiar Frogger theme, but then goes for an 

action remix that sounds more appropriate for a military action game like Rush 'N 

Attack than Frogger. 

The game also features a two-player option.  But instead of alternating turns like 

all the other versions, here you are both on screen at the same time in a simple 

race, building a cooperative score while trying to get more frogs in the top bays 

than the other.  Interesting, but not interesting enough. 

Ultimate Frogger Champion is what it is – a faithful remake of Frogger.  Although, 

and I know this is a bit picky, I wasn't crazy for the background music and the 

lack of sound effects.  Despite how accurate it is, when there are so many other 

versions with the complete package, UFC is actually at a disadvantage.  I want to 

give Hanley bigger ups than I am, but I just can't see ditching the pseudo 3D 

remake on my computer or my Genesis version or my great Atari 2600 port 

or....in favor of it. 

Alf 

For the Sega Master System 

 

Alf is everyone's favorite cat from Mel-

mac, well he’s not really a cat, but he 

does love to eat them. Alf was a great 

character from the 80’s. He had it all, a 

family to support him, his own trading 

cards, toys, and even a video game. He 

was sarcastic and troublesome, but 

really funny. Biggest problem with Alf 

was he was ugly, just like his video 

game. 

The goal of the game In Alf, for the Sega 

Master System, was to help him find 

parts to repair his space ship. The game 

was developed by Nexa, and is considered, by many, to be one of the worst 

Master System games. A few minutes playing the game and you can see why. 

But there are some good points that need mentioning. First and most impor-

tantly, it is the only console game to feature ALF. So if you love the wisecracking 

nature of Alf, you’ll probably like this game. Secondly, the music could have 

been a lot worse than it actually is. Some of the songs, you may even find your-

self humming now and then. 

Now the bad, Alf has horri-

ble gameplay. There’s not 

much to do other than jump. 

Detection is also off. For 

example, on the street 

scene, you can be hit by the 

car, even if not in its line of 

sight. Graphics for the Mas-

ter System are typically 

better then the NES but you 

would never know it looking 

at this game. Alf looks like a 

big brown pile of mush. No 

colors to bring out his true look. 

Overall, despite being a generally poor game, many video game collectors, and 

Alf fans, are looking for it.  So, if you spot this game in the wild, pick it up. The 

price on this title may just keep going up. The current value for the game, com-

plete with original box and manual is $19. 

VectrexMad! AutoFire Dongle 

For the Vectrex 

VectrexMad!, our resident VGT reporter for all things Vectrex has stepped in to the 

world of homebrew hardware production. He has produced a small batch of AutoFire 

dongles for the Vectrex which gives the player super human shooting powers. The 

inline dongle sits between the Vectrex console and the controller plug, and with the 

fire button pressed down achieves a constant firing. In August we caught up with 

VectrexMad! to find out more. Below is an edited version of our interview. Read the 

complete interview at VideoGameTrader.com 

VGT: Hello VectrexMad! Why did you suddenly produce these AutoFire dongles for 

the Vectrex, isn’t writing Vectrex articles for VGT enough to fill your spare time? 

VectrexMad!: It’s all because some months prior to the release of the AutoFire 

dongle, my finger had started to hurt. Whether this has been caused by playing too 

many video games or using the mouse button too much at work I don’t know, but my 

finger was really becoming swollen and I couldn’t enjoy playing Vectrex games any-

more. I therefore produced a small prototype circuit that emulated multiple pressing of 

the fire button with a single button press on the controller. It works really well. Then I 

thought, hey it’s fairly likely that in the demographic of Vectrex owners there are likely 

to be other people like me who could also benefit from the AutoFire dongle. And it is 

true, immediately after the launch of the AutoFire dongle, I received a number of 

emails from people who said they didn’t play the Vectrex anymore because of repeti-

tive strain injury. 

VGT: Ignoring the commendable finger saving benefits, one might argue that the 

Auto Fire dongle is just a cheating aid to proceed further in games. 

VectrexMad: Well for me, a side effect of the AutoFire dongle is that it brings back 

new interest in old games. Now, with the AutoFire dongle, getting to later game levels 

is possible much earlier on. My girlfriend has jokingly said to me that I’ve have made 

a cheating device and that I should keep quiet about it. Perhaps, owning or not an 

AutoFire dongle does signify the end of fairness in the competitions which homebrew-

ers occasionally hold when they release their new games. My thoughts are that Vec-

trex fans are a decent bunch so I don’t think there will be any foul play involved to win 

a competition. Anyway, a video is always required for proof of reaching a particular 

game level and it would be pretty obvious if an auto fire circuit was in use.  

VGT: How are you finding homebrewing, will you be releasing anything else in the 

future? 

VectrexMad!: Yes, I am enjoying the experience. It’s nice to be able to say you 

made a product which is being purchased by more than one person. I’m also getting a 

lot of positive emails from other Vectrex users. My next Vectrex project is a game, it’s 

currently 60% finished, but time permitting I want to release before January next year. 

It will be a game of the type never seen before on the Vectrex, so I don’t want to say 

too much more just yet J 

VGT: Thanks for your time and we wish your finger good health… 


